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Say hello to advanced face/body contouring and skin
tightening with the revolutionary Alma Accent Prime!

Effective, fast results
No pain, minimal downtime
Customised treatments based on your skin 
Safe for all skin types

ALMA ACCENT PRIME 

BUY ONE FACE TREATMENT, 

GET ONE FREE BELLY TREATMENT! 

Our most recent addition, the Candela Nordly’s uses IPL and
Laser to treat many different skin problems including
pigmentation, skin rejuvenation and rosacea. Bring back your
confidence with Nordly’s Light & Bright treatment! 

NEW ZEALAND’S ONE AND ONLY

CANDELA NORDLY’S 

x1 Candela Nordly’s Light & Bright Treatment
x1 Oxygen Spray
Struggling with problematic skin? Say goodbye to your skincare woes with our
exclusive Oxygen Spray & Nordly’s Package, crafted to rejuvenate and revitalize
your complexion. With customised settings, the Nordly’s can target acne, scarring
and textural concerns. 

NORDLY’S (FROM $950) & 

FREE OXYGEN SPRAY 



x1 Apple Stem Cell Treatment 
x1 Alma Accent Prime Full Face
This package combines an infusion of apple stem cell facial with a non-invasive
skin tightening and lifting treatment using the Alma Accent Prime. A
combination of luxury and effectiveness that is suitable for all skin types.

BRIGHTEN, TIGHTEN & LIFT!

WAS $2194 NOW $1500, SAVE $694 

ULTIMATE COLLAGEN BOOSTER PACKAGE

WAS $8448 NOW $5000, SAVE $3448 

x1 Alma Accent Prime Full Face
x1 HIFU Treatment
x1 IPL/Frax Laser (or pico second laser) Skin Rejuvenation Treatment
(*Laser prices may differ)
x1 Hydro Needling Booster Treatment
This is the Ultimate Collagen booster package to prep you for the cold seasons.
The Alma Accent Prime and HIFU treatment will stimulate natural collagen
production for a lifted and tighter look. Our IPL or laser treatment will target
problem areas and rejuvenate the overall skin and complexion.   

x1 Alma Accent Prime Eyes 
x1 Collagen Booster Treatment
Reveal radiant, youthful under-eyes with the Alma Accent Prime under-eye
tightening treatment coupled with a collagen booster treatment! Experience the
transformative power of cutting-edge technology and the nourishing benefits of
collagen, and say bye to dark circles, fine lines and puffiness! 

EYE COLLAGEN BOOSTER PACKAGE 

WAS $1059, NOW $750, SAVE $309

SKIN REJUVENATION SPOT TREATMENT

WAS $2075, NOW $1600, SAVE $475 

x1 Medical Peel
x1 IPL/Frax Laser (or pico second laser) Skin Rejuvenation Treatment 
(*Laser prices may differ)
x1 Hydro Facial Treatment
Achieve flawless skin with this Skin Rejuvenation Spot Treatment package! This bespoke
package contains a peel, an IPL or laser treatment and a Hydro Facial treatment that has been
carefully selected by our senior beauty therapists to cater to your pigmentation and spots. 

x1 Rare Skin Cells/Corneoum Repair  Treatment
x1 Cinderella Hydra Force Facial
Bid farewell to dull, tired skin as our advanced Skin Cell/Corneoum Repair
treatment works its magic. The Hydra Force Facial then combines deep
cleansing, exfoliation, extraction, hydration, and antioxidant protection in one
seamless experience, leaving your skin radiant.

SKIN CELL REPAIR 

WAS $369, NOW $250, SAVE $119 


